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Abstract
Termination is a non-modular property of rewriting systems, thus it is a difficult task to discover
termination proofs for rewriting systems of a large number of rules. Recently, new modular and
incremental termination criteria, suitable for automation, were proposed, using an approach based
on notions of termination under non-deterministic collapse and dependency pairs, which apply to
hierarchical combinations of rewriting systems. We extend this approach and corresponding results
to the important case of rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity.
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1. Introduction
In the context of algebraic specifications and theorem proving—among other
applications—term rewriting systems (TRS) are widely used. In such applications, one
usually seeks termination of the considered TRS. However, proving (with any level of
automation) termination of a term rewriting system still remains a difficult task, especially
when the system has many rules. This problem is due to the fact that termination is not
a modular property, in the sense that the union of terminating TRSs does not necessarily
terminate, even when assuming strong properties, such as not sharing any symbol as shown
by the famous Toyama’s counter-example (Toyama, 1987). In other words, a divide and
conquer strategy cannot be applied directly.
To obtain positive modularity results, two kinds of restrictions have been considered in
the literature. The first one focuses on the class of allowed rules, by requiring syntactic
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conditions (left-linearity, non-collapsing rules, constructor-based left-hand sides, etc.) or
semantic conditions (such as local confluence) (Dershowitz, 1995; Ferna´ and Jouannaud,
1995; Krishna Rao, 1995; Middeldorp and Toyama, 1993). These are very strong restric-
tions in practice. Hence, so as to deal with TRSs coming from practical applications, we
do not consider this kind of approach here.
The second kind of restriction considers stronger notions of termination. The starting
point of this approach is the result of Kurihara and Ohuchi in 1990, which states that
simple termination (see Definition 2.1) is modular for disjoint unions of TRSs. This has
been extended to constructor-sharing unions (Gramlich, 1994; Kurihara and Ohuchi, 1992)
(indeed for finitely branching systems only, which is not a restriction in practice) and more
generally to union of composable systems (Krishna Rao, 1994; Ohlebusch, 1995). This last
notion of unions appears naturally in TRSs defined hierarchically, thus it is well suited for
practice.
Nevertheless, simple termination is a quite strong notion of termination, and many
systems occurring in practice are not simply terminating. In 1997, the dependency pairs
technique proposed by Arts and Giesl (1997, 2000) provided a powerful way to discover
termination proofs automatically, even for non-simply terminating systems.
Another notion of termination, less restrictive than simple termination, has been
introduced by Gramlich in 1991 (Gramlich, 1994): termination under non-deterministic
collapse, also called collapse-extended termination by Ohlebusch (1994) and abbreviated
as CE-termination. As for simple termination, CE-termination has been shown to be a
modular property for disjoint unions (Gramlich, 1994; Ohlebusch, 1995), for constructor-
sharing unions of finitely branching systems (Gramlich, 1994), and for union of
composable finitely branching systems (Kurihara and Ohuchi, 1995).
In 2001, Urbain (2001a,b, 2004) put together the notions of dependency pairs and
CE-termination, and was able to provide, firstly a new simple proof of the modularity
of CE-termination for union of composable systems, and secondly a method for proving
termination of hierarchical TRSs in an incremental fashion, this method being moreover
well-suited for automation. The ability to prove termination incrementally is very
important in contexts where rewrite rules are used to develop algebraic specifications
structured into libraries and modules, for instance in OBJ (Goguen et al., 2000) or Maude
(Clavel et al., 2002) environments.
However, in practice, it is common to use operations with an associative and
commutative (AC for short) behaviour. But a direct expression of AC by means of rules
(for instance, x + y → y + x when + is AC) is unpracticable since these rules do not
terminate. In order to preserve the termination property, rewriting over AC equivalence
classes, namely rewriting modulo AC, is used.
Rewriting modulo AC complicates termination proofs significantly. In particular,
the orders involved in proofs have to be AC-compatible. For years, the problem
of finding suitable orderings has been widely studied (Bachmair and Plaisted, 1985;
Ben Cherifa and Lescanne, 1987; Delor and Puel, 1993; Kapur and Sivakumar, 1997,
2000; Rubio, 1999) but all propositions lead to simplification orderings, which are too
restrictive in practice.
Yet, as far as we know, there exist no modularity results on AC-termination of
unions of AC-terminating TRSs. Indeed, the proof of modularity of CE-termination for
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composable systems in Kurihara and Ohuchi (1995) is quite involved, and extending it
to rewriting modulo AC is probably a very hard task. On the other hand, the simple
proof given by Urbain seems much easier to extend. The first step to achieve this
is to consider dependency pairs techniques for AC-rewriting. Indeed, several recent
approaches extend the dependency pairs approach to the AC-case (Kusakari et al., 2002;
Kusakari and Toyama, 2001; Marche´ and Urbain, 1998), which enhances feasibility of
automating termination proofs of AC-rewriting. Giesl and Kapur (2001), proposed an
extension of the dependency pairs technique to rewriting modulo an arbitrary theory
(nevertheless satisfying some properties), and the specialisation of their work to AC
provides again another variant of the AC-dependency pairs notion.
So, in this paper, we propose a combination of AC-dependency pairs techniques, CE-
termination, and hierarchical combinations so as to obtain, firstly, new modularity results
on CE-termination modulo AC, and secondly, powerful and incremental methods for
proving AC-termination of TRSs of large size, suitable for automation.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we give our notations and some
preliminaries, and recall known results: firstly on modular termination for standard TRSs,
secondly on dependency pairs criteria for termination modulo AC. In the latter part,
we introduce the notion of abstract AC-dependency pairs, in order to cover all variants
of AC-dependency pairs known in the literature (Giesl and Kapur, 2001; Kusakari et al.,
2002; Kusakari and Toyama, 2001; Marche´ and Urbain, 1998). Section 3 is devoted to
the proofs of our main modularity results. Theorem 3.3 is the main theoretical result:
CE-termination modulo AC is modular for unions of finitely-branching, composable
systems. Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 provide a new method for proving AC-termination in an
incremental way, suitable for automation.
Our results are implemented in the termination tool of the CiME system
(Contejean et al., 2003) and two complete examples are studied in Section 4. The provided
termination proofs were found by CiME in a completely automated way.
2. Notations and preliminaries
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of rewriting and
termination, especially with the dependency pairs approach; we refer to surveys
(Baader and Nipkow, 1998; Dershowitz and Jouannaud, 1990) for details and to
Arts and Giesl (2000) regarding dependency pairs. We give our notations hereafter.
The root position in a term is denoted by , the symbol at root position in a term t is
denoted by (t), t|p denotes the subterm of t at position p. We use postfix notation for
substitution applications.
A term rewriting system (TRS for short) over a signature F and a set of variables X is
a set R(F , X) (we shall write R(F) if there is no ambiguity on variables, R if there is no
ambiguity on variables and signature) of rewrite rules written l → r . Signature F may
be split into two disjoint sets called respectively the set of defined symbols and the set of
constructors of R where defined symbols are the ones which occur at least once as root
symbol of a left-hand side of some rule and constructors are the others.
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A TRS R defines a rewrite relation →R the following way: s →R t if there is a position
p such that s|p = lσ and t = s[rσ ]p for a rule l → r ∈ R and a substitution σ . We say
then that s|p is a redex and that s reduces to t at position p with l → r or, if the rule of R
is not relevant, with R, respectively denoted s t and s t .
A TRS R is said to be finitely branching if all terms have finitely many reducts by .
Note that finite TRSs are finitely branching.
A term is strongly normalisable (SN) for R if it cannot reduce infinitely by . A
substitution σ is SN whenever xσ is SN for each variable x .
2.1. Termination notions and modularity results
Definition 2.1. A TRS R(F) is terminating if any term is SN.
It is simply terminating if the union of and the subterm relation is terminating, or
equivalently, if R ∪ ΠF is terminating, where ΠF is the set of all projection rules
f (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi , xi+1, . . . , xn) → xi
for each symbol f of signature F , of arity n, and each i between 1 and n.
It is CE-terminating (Gramlich, 1994; Ohlebusch, 1994) if R ∪Π is terminating where
Π =
{
(π1) π(x, y) → x
(π2) π(x, y) → y
for a fresh symbol π .
Simple termination implies CE-termination, which implies termination, but the
converses do not hold. In practice, it is common to use terminating TRSs that are not simply
terminating (Arts and Giesl, 1997), however it is very uncommon to use terminating TRSs
which are not CE-terminating. This is why we focus on CE-termination and do not consider
this restriction as a limitation.
Definition 2.2. Let R1(F1) and R2(F2) be two TRSs. R1 and R2 are said to be disjoint if
F1 ∩ F2 = ∅, their union is then called a disjoint union. They are said to be constructor-
sharing if each symbol of F1 ∩ F2 is a constructor for both systems, their union is then
called a constructor-sharing union. R1 and R2 are said to be composable if for each symbol
f of F1 ∩F2, rules whose head symbol is f in R1 and R2 are identical. Note that disjoint
unions are particular cases of constructor-sharing unions, which themselves are particular
unions of composable systems.
A property P is said to be modular for a given kind of union if whenever R1 and R2
satisfy P , their union satisfies P .
CE-termination behaves nicely with reference to unions of TRSs, as shown by the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. CE-termination is a modular property for unions of
• disjoint TRSs (Gramlich, 1994; Ohlebusch, 1994),
• finitely branching, constructor sharing TRSs (Gramlich, 1994),
• finitely branching, composable TRSs (Kurihara and Ohuchi, 1995).
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CE-termination is not modular for constructor sharing unions with non-finitely
branching TRSs, as shown by Ohlebusch (1994). Hence we restrict our study to the finitely
branching case.
In 2001, Urbain (2001a,b, 2004) reformulated these results using the notion of rewriting
modules, a notion which corresponds naturally to the notion of modules in algebraic
specifications systems.
Definition 2.3. Let R0 be a term rewriting system over a signatureF0. A module extending
R0(F0) is a pair [F1 | R1] such that:
1. F0 ∩ F1 = ∅ (signatures are disjoint);
2. R1 is a term rewriting system over F0 ∪ F1;
3. for all l → r ∈ R1, (l) ∈ F1.
R0 ∪ R1 is a TRS overF0 ∪F1 called the hierarchical extension of R0(F0) with module
[F1 | R1]. We write such an extension:
R0(F0) [F1 | R1].
We say that another module [F2 | R2] extends R0(F0) independently of module [F1 | R1]
if F1 ∩ F2 = ∅, R0(F0) [F1 | R1] and R0(F0) [F2 | R2].
The only condition we put on extensions is that new rules must have a new symbol at the
root position of their left-hand side. Thus, module extensions subsume notions of heavily
constrained hierarchical extensions such as constructor based extensions (Dershowitz,
1995) and proper extensions (Krishna Rao, 1994, 1995).
There is a strong relationship between hierarchical extensions and the notion of
composable systems, as shown by the following straightforward proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Two TRSs R1(F1) and R2(F2) are composable if and only if R′1 = {l →
r ∈ R1 | (l) ∈ F1 − F2} and R′2 = {l → r ∈ R2 | (l) ∈ F2 − F1} extend
R0 = {l → r ∈ R1 ∪ R2 | (l) ∈ F1 ∩ F2} (therefore necessarily independently).
A TRS may be built by successive module extensions, resulting in a modules hierarchy.
But hierarchies describing a given TRS are not unique; they can be refined until a hierarchy
of minimal modules is reached: a TRS can actually be automatically decomposed into a
unique hierarchy of modules which cannot be split up themselves into a hierarchy of non-
empty modules (Urbain, 2004).
For termination purposes, considering minimal modules amounts to dealing with
fewer constraints, hence to making the proof discovery easier. However, it is not always
necessary, and certain modules hierarchies can be exploited as they are given, such as
libraries in algebraic specification systems.
Proving a property P (such as termination) for a given TRS R incrementally, consists
in proving property P step by step for each module of the hierarchy defined by R, using
an incrementality property saying that whenever R0(F0) [F1 | R1], R0 satisfies P ,
and (possibly) some additional conditions, then R0 ∪ R1 satisfies P . Corollary 1 in Urbain
(2004) and Corollary 3.1 in this paper are examples of such a theorem.
Even more useful in practice are results combining both modularity and incrementality:
for the case of two modules R1 and R2 extending R0 independently, such a result allows to
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prove P for the union R0 ∪ R1 ∪ R2 knowing P for R0 ∪ R1 and additional conditions over
R2 and R0 but not over R1. Theorem 2 in Urbain (2004) and Theorem 3.2 in this paper are
examples of such a result. From this kind of result, one may derive both modularity results
such as Theorem 3.3, and useful criteria for automation such as Corollary 3.3. Ohlebusch
(2002a,b) also gave such kind of results for hierarchical termination of (non-AC) TRSs.
2.2. Reduction orderings
Termination is usually proven with the help of reduction orderings (Dershowitz, 1987)
or quasi-orderings with dependency pairs. We briefly recall what we need. An ordering
pair (or a reduction pair (Kusakari et al., 1999)) is a pair (,) of relations over T (F , X)
such that: (1)  is a quasi-ordering, i.e. reflexive and transitive; (2)  is a strict ordering,
i.e. irreflexive and transitive; (3)  · ⊆ and  · ⊆. Our conditions fulfil the
requirements of the very general definition of Kusakari et al. (1999).
With reference to the use we make of them—for all comparisons on terms—we will
refer to these pairs as term orderings.
A term ordering is said to be well-founded if there is no infinite strictly decreasing
sequence t1  t2  · · ·; stable if both  and  are stable under substitutions; weakly
(resp. strictly) monotonic if for all terms t1 and t2, for all f ∈ F , if t1  (resp. ) t2 then
f (. . . , t1, . . .)  (resp. ) f (. . . , t2, . . .). A term ordering (,) is called a weak (resp.
strict) reduction ordering if it is well-founded, stable and weakly (resp. strictly) monotonic;
a simplification ordering if it is stable, monotonic and has the subterm property w.r.t. .
A term ordering (,) over T (F , X) is said to be π-expandable (Urbain, 2001a,b) if
there is a reduction ordering (′,′) over T (F ∪ {π}, X) such that:
• (′,′) restricted to T (F , X) is exactly (,);
• π(x, y) ′ x and π(x, y) ′ y for arbitrary variables x and y.
Any simplification ordering is π-expandable (Urbain, 2001a,b). In particular,
orderings commonly used in automated proofs—such as RPO and orderings induced
by polynomial interpretations—are π-expandable. Lexicographical compositions of π-
expandable orderings as well as their use with Recursive Program Schemes (Arts and Giesl,
2000) lead to π-expandable orderings (Urbain, 2001a,b).
π-expandable ordering may be used for proving (CE-) termination, as shown by the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. A term rewriting system R is terminating if and only if there is strictly
monotonic reduction ordering such that R ⊆ (i.e. for each rule l → r of R, l  r).
R is simply terminating if and only if there is strictly monotonic simplification ordering
such that R ⊆.
R is CE-terminating if and only if there is strictly monotonic π-expandable ordering
such that R ⊆.
2.3. Termination of rewriting modulo AC
An AC-signature is a signatureF where the set of binary symbols has two distinguished
disjoint subsets FAC and FC which are the set of Associative–Commutative symbols and
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Commutative symbols respectively. The symbols that are neither in FAC nor in FC are
called free.
Example 2.1. An AC-signature of natural numbers in Peano notation is given by F =
{0, true, false, s,+,×,=,≥}, FAC = {+,×}, and FC = {=}.
We call equality modulo AC, and denote =AC, the congruence on T (F , X) generated
by commutativity axioms f (x, y) = f (y, x) for each f ∈ FC ∪ FAC, and associativity
axioms f ( f (x, y), z) = f (x, f (y, z)) for each f ∈ FAC.
2.3.1. Varyadic terms
The set of varyadic terms is the set of terms over F and X but where AC-symbols may
occur at any arity greater than or equal to 2.
The =AC congruence generalised to varyadic terms is generated by commutativity
axioms f (x, y) = f (y, x) for each f ∈ FC; permutation axioms f (x1, . . . , xn)
= f (xρ(1), . . . , xρ(n)) for each f ∈ FAC, n ≥ 2, ρ permutation of [1, . . . , n];
and associativity axioms f (x1, . . . , xi−1, f (y1, . . . , yk), xi+1, . . . , xn) = f (x1, . . . , xi−1,
y1, . . . , yk, xi+1, . . . , xn) for each f ∈ FAC, n ≥ 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and k ≥ 2. It is clear
that the restriction of the latter definition of the congruence =AC to non-varyadic terms
coincides with its former definition.
The set of flat terms is the subset of varyadic terms in which AC-symbols never occur
directly below themselves. In other words, f (t1, . . . , tn) is flat if t1, . . . , tn are flat and
either f /∈ FAC or (ti ) = f for all i . The set of flattening rules consists of the following
rewrite rules
f (x1, . . . , xi−1, f (y1, . . . , yk), xi+1, . . . , xn)
→ f (x1, . . . , xi−1, y1, . . . , yk, xi+1, . . . , xn)
for each AC-symbol f , n ≥ 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and k ≥ 2. For each varyadic term t , t has
a unique normal form with reference to flattening rules, which is a flat term, the flattened
form of t , denoted t .
We denote by ≡ the equivalence on flat terms up to permutations of arguments of C or
AC-symbols. It is clear that for any varyadic terms s and t , s =AC t if and only if s ≡ t .
Example 2.2 (continued). (s(0) + x) + (s(y) + 0) and (x + (s(y) + s(0))) + 0 are AC-
equal since their flattened forms are s(0) + x + s(y) + 0 and x + s(y) + s(0) + 0 which
are equivalent up to permutation.
2.3.2. Rewriting modulo AC
We focus now on the definition of rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity.
In fact, several slightly different variants exist; a detailed comparison may be found in
Marche´ and Urbain (1998).
Class rewriting is defined by
s t,
if there are s′ and t ′ such that s =AC s′, t =AC t ′ and s′ t ′.
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This definition is algorithmically complex because deciding whether a term s rewrites
to another modulo AC amounts to searching for an instance of a rule in any term AC-
equivalent to s.
AC-extended rewriting, proposed by Peterson and Stickel (1981), is a restricted
definition where AC-equivalence is allowed only at or below the position p of a term
where one wants to match a rule:
s t
if there is a substitution σ such that s|p =AC lσ and t = s[rσ ]p .
Example 2.3 (continued). The following TRS R
x + 0 → x
s(x) + s(y) → s(s(x + y))
may be used to define addition in Peano arithmetics modulo AC. It is completely defined,
for example 0 + s(0) rewrites to s(0) with first rule, since 0 + s(0) =AC s(0) + 0. A term
like s(0) + (y + s(0)) is in normal form for whereas it is reducible to y + s(s(0)) by
, since s(0) + (y + s(0)) =AC y + (s(0) + s(0)).
There is a drawback in this restriction: rewriting is not necessarily coherent with AC in the
sense defined by Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986):
s =AC t and t u
should imply that there exist v and w such that
s v =AC w u.
Indeed, there are rewrite systems R for which →AC\R terminates whereas →R/AC does not
(Marche´ and Urbain, 1998) (for example a +a → (a +b)+a). One may make any rewrite
system R AC-coherent by adding to R the so-called extended rules. That is, for each rule
f (s, t) → r where f is AC, adding the rule f ( f (s, t), x) → f (r, x) where x is a new
variable.
Example 2.4 (continued). The extended rule of the third rule of R above is (s(x)+s(y))+
z → s(s(x + y)) + z. With this new rule, the term s(0) + (y + s(0)) which is normal form
for AC\R is now reducible.
Varyadic AC-rewriting is a variant of AC-extended rewriting that, in some sense, builds
the extended rules in the rewriting relation, by considering varyadic terms. It is defined by
s t
if there is a substitution σ such that either
• s|p =AC lσ and t = s[rσ ]p or
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• l = f (l1, . . . , ln) where f is AC and for a new variable x , s|p =AC f (l1, . . . , ln, x)σ
and t = s[ f (r, x)σ ]p/AC.
Example 2.5 (continued). With varyadic rewriting, the term s(0) + y + s(0) is reducible
by rule s(x) + s(y) → s(s(x + y)), using the second case above.
Regarding termination, these notions of rewriting are equivalent, thanks to the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.4 (Giesl and Kapur, 2001; Marche´ and Urbain, 1998). For any TRS R, the
following statements are equivalent:
1. class rewriting with R is terminating;
2. varyadic AC-rewriting with R is terminating;
3. AC-extended rewriting with R augmented with its extended rules is terminating.
In this paper, we will always consider that we have TRSs where extended rules have
been added if needed, and we will use indifferently varyadic or fixed-arity rewriting. From
now on, for the sake of readability, we shall denote rewriting steps by
s t .
2.3.3. AC-termination with dependency pairs
Arts and Giesl first introduced (Arts and Giesl, 1997) dependency pairs of a TRS R(F):
those are pairs of terms whose root symbols are what they called tuple symbols, instead of
symbols from signature F . Several authors (Giesl and Kapur, 2001; Kusakari et al., 2002;
Kusakari and Toyama, 2001; Marche´ and Urbain, 1998) have proposed extensions of the
dependency pairs criteria to AC-rewriting, with similar but different definitions of AC-
dependency pairs. For some of those generalisations, two variants of dependency pairs have
been given: one for which root symbols are distinguished (like in the standard case), and
one for which root symbols stay in the original signature. Their authors call these variants
marked pairs and non-marked pairs respectively, and they use the special notation f  or f̂
to denote the so-called marked copy of symbol f (which plays exactly the same role as the
tuple symbol defined by Arts and Giesl). We shall use notation f̂ . The variant without
marks has been considered for two reasons. Firstly, dependency pairs criteria without
marks are a bit simpler than with marks, because marks require to introduce additional
rules so as to handle some constraints existing between f and f̂ when f is AC. In the
following definition, these rules are called marks handling rules. Secondly, the constraints
given by those marks handling rules usually impose that a symbol f and its marked copy
f̂ are considered equivalent in the term ordering eventually found. Indeed, in practice,
even without AC symbols, the set of constraints to solve for proving termination of a given
TRS may be significantly larger when using marks than without, with a larger search space
(because the signature size is doubled). Hence the time and space used to solve them can
be much larger, as illustrated by the second example in Section 4.
In this paper, we want to design criteria for incremental proofs of termination which will
work with any of those AC-dependency pairs notions. To achieve this, we define now an
abstract notion of AC-dependency pairs, with some required properties which are satisfied
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by all of the former AC-dependency pairs notions. In order to handle both the marked and
the non-marked cases, we denote by F̂ the extended set of symbols in use, which can be
either equal to F for the non-marked case, or equal to F ∪ { f̂ | f defined} for the marked
case.
Definition 2.4. An abstract AC-dependency pairs definition is a function which, given
a TRS R over a signature F = D ∪ C where D are defined symbols of R and C are
constructors, gives a set of pairs of terms denoted 〈u, v〉 on signature D ∪ D̂ ∪ C , and an
additional rewrite relation →mh called marks handling, satisfying:
i. For any dependency pair 〈u, v〉, (u) and (v) are in D̂. Moreover, there is a rewrite
rule l → r in R such that (u) = (resp. (u) = (l) for non-marked case)
and (v) = f̂ (resp. f ) for some f occurring in r .
ii. →mh is generated by a finite set of rewrite rules Rmh such that for each l → r in
Rmh , there exists one AC-symbol f such that (l) = (r) = f̂ and strict subterms
of l and r may contain f , f̂ and variables only. Note that this system is not required
to terminate, and is necessarily empty if we do not use marks.
iii. R is SN iff there is no infinite sequence of pairs 〈u1, v1〉, 〈u2, v2〉, . . . together with
a substitution σ such that for all i :
viσ
(
→=R/AC ∪ →mh
)
ui+1σ.
The superscript = means that no rewriting (nor AC-step) occurs at root position.
Moreover, that sequence may be chosen minimal, that is for which σ is SN. Such
a sequence is called a dependency chain. We assume that variables in those pairs
are renamed so that pairs are variable-disjoint, and consequently, σ has an infinite
domain.
In the remaining of the paper we will refer to these conditions as abstract properties (i),
(ii) and (iii). It can be easily checked that properties (i) and (ii) are satisfied by existing
concrete AC-dependency pairs techniques (Giesl and Kapur, 2001; Kusakari et al., 2002;
Kusakari and Toyama, 2001; Marche´ and Urbain, 1998) (property (iii) is the main result of
each corresponding papers):
• Kusakari and Toyama (2001) consider fixed-arity terms. With their variant without
marks, →mh is empty; and with marks, →mh is generated by f̂ ( f̂ (x, y), z) ↔
f̂ ( f (x, y), z) and f̂ ( f̂ (x, y), z) → f̂ (x, y) for each AC-symbol f .
• Marche´ and Urbain (1998) consider flat terms. In their variant without marks, →mh
is empty. Their variant with marks appears to be unsound in the sense that (iii) is not
satisfied, so we do not consider it (see Kusakari et al., 2002 for a counter-example).
• Kusakari et al. (2002) consider flat terms and marks, →mh is the reduction relation
generated by f̂ (x, y, z) → f̂ ( f (x, y), z) for each AC-symbol f .
• Giesl and Kapur (2001) (when specialised to the AC case) consider fixed-arity terms
and marks, →mh is generated by f̂ ( f (x, y), z) ↔ f̂ (x, f (y, z)) and f̂ (x, y) ↔
f̂ (y, x) for each AC-symbol f .
Note that in our implementation CiME, we use by default a small variant which is none
of the above: we consider flat terms, and we use marks for non-AC-symbols but no marks
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for AC-symbols. In other words, we have D̂ = { f̂ | f ∈ D −FAC } ∪ { f | f ∈ D ∩FAC }.
Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) above are also satisfied with this variant, with →mh being empty.
Indeed, as soon as it is chosen not to use marks for AC-symbols, then all the variants above
become equivalent. This choice seems to be a good compromise, keeping the power of
having marked symbols for non-AC-symbols and avoiding complexity induced by marked
AC-symbols.
2.3.4. AC and marks compatibility
For any of these variants, we have the following criterion (Giesl and Kapur, 2001;
Kusakari et al., 2002; Kusakari and Toyama, 2001; Marche´ and Urbain, 1998), well-suited
for automation, extending the one for the non-AC case (Arts and Giesl, 1997, 2000).
Proposition 2.5. If R is an AC-TRS, if (,) is a weakly monotonic reduction ordering
such that:
• for any dependency pair 〈u, v〉 of R, u  v,
• for any rule l → r of R, l  r ,
•  is AC-compatible with each non-marked AC-symbol,
• for any rule l → r of →mh, l  r ,
then R is terminating.
The third and fourth conditions above will be referred to as the AC and marks compatibility
of the ordering, in particular in Section 3.4 where we will show how to automate our
incremental criteria. Note that if one does not use marks for AC-symbols, then AC and
marks compatibility is simply the usual AC-compatibility.
Other criteria exist, usually more powerful, based on the so-called approximated
dependency graphs, allowing less restrictive constraints than the first two conditions above,
but still requiring the last two. We do not need such improvements in this paper, because
they are orthogonal to our results, but the implementation we use for examples of Section 4
uses them.
3. Incremental termination proofs for AC-rewriting
We assume now given a notion of AC-dependency pairs satisfying the abstract
properties given in Section 2.3.3. All TRSs we consider now are assumed finitely
branching.
3.1. AC-dependency pairs of modules
For the AC-case, we keep the same definition of modules as for the standard case
(Definition 2.3), the important point here is that only one symbol is involved in each AC-
step. Hence, there is no permutation of signatures inside terms: AC-steps introduce no
dependency between modules.
Definition 3.1. Let us consider a hierarchical extension R1(F1) [F2 | R2].
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The set of AC-dependency pairs of module [F2 | R2], denoted MDP([F2 | R2]), is the
set of AC-dependency pairs of TRS R2 over signature F1 ∪ F2, that is where all symbols
from F1 are considered as constructors.
Notice that MDP([F2 | R2]) is always a subset of the set of standard dependency pairs
of R1 ∪ R2, and the pairs of R1 ∪ R2 that are not in MDP([F2 | R2]) are pairs that cannot
belong to a cycle of the dependency graph of R1 ∪ R2. So indeed, using the notion of
dependency pair of a module prevents the consideration of some of the pairs which would
have been discarded later if dependency graphs were used, but without even building any
graph.
Proposition 3.1. For each pair 〈u, v〉 of MDP([F2 | R2]), root symbols of u and v are in
F̂2.
Proof. Since root symbols of R2 rules lhs are in F2, defined symbols of R2 are all in
F2. Hence, from abstract property (i), we know that root symbols of terms in module
AC-dependency pairs are in F̂2. 
Note that abstract property (i) is crucial for this proposition. If it was not true, AC-
dependency pairs would not respect the hierarchical structure of the rules, hence we would
have no hope of finding modularity results. In the following, we will not need abstract
property (i) anymore, only the proposition above.
Definition 3.2. A relative AC-dependency chain of a module [F | R] over a TRS S (with
R ⊆ S) is a sequence of pairs . . . 〈s j , t j 〉 . . . (〈s j , t j 〉 ∈ MDP([F | R])) together with a
substitution σ such that for all i :
tiσ
(
∪ →mh
)
si+1σ
holds. This chain is said to be minimal if σ is S-strongly normalisable.
We are now able to extend Urbain’s incrementality results (Urbain, 2001b, 2004) to the
AC-case. The methodology is the same: we firstly prove a key result, which will be used
three times to prove the main theorems.
3.2. Key result for the AC-case
Proposition 3.2. Let S1 and S2 be AC-TRSs over signature F1. Let S3 be an AC-TRS over
F1 ∪ F2 such that:
• F1 ∩F2 = ∅;
• for each l → r ∈ S3, (l) ∈ F2.
If there is an infinite minimal relative chain of [F1 | S2] over S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3, then there is an
infinite relative chain of [F1 | S2] over S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Π with the same sequence of pairs but
with a new substitution and new rewriting steps.
To achieve this proof, we introduce an interpretation of varyadic AC-terms, and firstly
establish several basic lemmata.
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Definition 3.3. Let us denote S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3. Interpretation I : T (F̂1 ∪ F2, X) →
T (F̂1 ∪ {π : 2} ∪ {⊥ : 0}, X) is defined as follows:
I (x) = x if x ∈ X,
I ( f (t1 . . . tn)) =
{ f (I (t1) . . . I (tn)) if f ∈ F̂1,
Comb(Red( f (t1 . . . tn))) if f ∈ F2,
where
Red(t) =
{
I (t ′)/t t ′
}
,
Comb(∅) =⊥,
Comb({a} ∪ E) = π(a, Comb(E)).
This interpretation is essentially the same as for the standard case, except that we have
AC-rewriting in Red. Since rewriting by S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3/AC may be used recursively in that
definition, I (t) may not be defined as a finite term for any t . Hence, we establish below a
sufficient condition on t for I (t) to be defined.
Given a substitution σ , by I (σ ) we denote the substitution σ ′ such that xσ ′ = I (xσ)
for any variable x .
Lemma 3.1. For any term t for which all subterms headed by a symbol in F2 are strongly
normalisable by S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 modulo AC, I (t) is well-defined. For all t ∈ T (F̂1, X) and
all substitutions σ strongly normalisable by S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 modulo AC, I (tσ) = t I (σ ). For
all t1, . . . , tn in T (F̂1 ∪F2, X) strongly normalisable by S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 modulo AC and for
each context C over F1 with n holes, I (C[t1, . . . , tn]) = C[I (t1), . . . , I (tn)].
Proofs of these facts are the same as for the standard case (Urbain, 2004), using simple
inductions, and without need of our abstract properties. Note that the first fact requires that
TRSs are finitely branching.
Lemma 3.2. For all s and t of T (F̂1 ∪ F2, X), such that I (s) and I (t) are well-defined:
If s t then I (s) I (t).
Moreover, if p = and (s) ∈ F̂1 then I (s) I (t).
If s t then I (s) I (t).
Moreover, if (s) ∈ F̂1 then I (s) I (t).
Again, proofs of these facts are the same as for the standard case (Urbain, 2004), using
the previous lemma, and without need of our abstract properties.
We are now ready to prove Proposition 3.2. Let 〈u1, v1〉, 〈u2, v2〉, . . . be a minimal AC-
dependency chain of [F1 | S2] over S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 with a substitution σ . Let σ ′ be the
substitution such that for each x , xσ ′ = I (xσ).
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By minimality of the considered chain, substitution σ is strongly normalisable, hence
we know by Lemma 3.1 that terms instantiated by σ ′ are all finite, and moreover I (uiσ)
and I (vi σ) are well-defined for all i , since ui and vi only contain symbols from Fˆ1.
We show that 〈u1, v1〉, 〈u2, v2〉, . . . with σ ′ is an AC-chain of [F1 | S2] over S1∪S2∪Π .
In that purpose, we have to prove for each i :
viσ
′
(
∪ →mh
)
ui+1σ ′.
We know
viσ
(
∪ →mh
)
ui+1σ.
Let us consider a step s t from that reduction. Since
(s) = (t) = (vi ) = (ui+1) ∈ F̂1,
by one of the two cases of Lemma 3.2 we get
I (s) I (t).
Finally, let us consider a step s →mh t from that reduction. Since →mh reduction only
applies to terms headed by a marked symbol, and involves only symbols from F1 ∪ F̂1
(abstract property (ii)), such a reduction is necessarily completely in the top part of s,
hence we conclude by Lemma 3.1 that I (s) →mh I (t).
Now, we may actually build the desired sequence by juxtaposition of steps so as to
obtain
I (viσ)
(
∪ →mh
)
I (ui+1σ).
Since I (viσ) = viσ ′ and I (ui+1σ) = ui+1σ ′ we conclude using Lemma 3.1.
This ends the proof of Proposition 3.2.
3.3. Main modularity results
With the help of Proposition 3.2 we may prove the following results regarding
(respectively) extensions with one module and extension with several independent
modules.
Theorem 3.1. Let [F1 | R1] [F2 | R2] be a hierarchical extension of R1(F1) where
F1 ∪ F2 contains AC-symbols. If
1. R1 is CE-terminating modulo AC, and
2. there is no infinite relative AC-chain of [F2 | R2] over R1 ∪ R2,
then R1 ∪ R2 is terminating modulo AC.
Proof. By contradiction. If R1 ∪ R2 is not terminating, then by abstract property (iii) there
is an infinite (non-relative) AC-dependency chain of R1 ∪ R2. We are going to show that:
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• either there is an infinite relative AC-dependency chain of [F2 | R2] over R1 ∪ R2,
thus contradicting the second premise,
• or R1 is not CE-terminating modulo AC, thus contradicting the first premise.
For that purpose, we use an analysis of which pairs may follow another, as for the
dependency graph analysis: if 〈u, v〉 is a non-modular pair of R1 ∪ R2, then either:
(1) (u) ∈ F̂1, hence (v) ∈ F̂1 from the AC-modules structure, so 〈u, v〉 is a modular
pair of [F1 | R1];
(2) (u) and (v) ∈ F̂2, hence 〈u, v〉 is a modular pair of [F2 | R2];
(3) (u) ∈ F2 and (v) ∈ F̂1.
For any consecutive pairs 〈u1, v1〉, 〈u2, v2〉 in an AC-dependency chain, we have a
substitution σ such that:
v1σ
(
∪ →mh
)
u2σ.
Thanks to abstract property (ii), →mh preserves the root symbol, so we know that (v1) =
(u2). Thus, we know that in an AC-dependency chain, pairs (2) and (3) may follow pairs
(2) only. Similarly, pairs (1) may follow pairs (1) or (3) only.
Hence we may encounter three cases: the AC-dependency chain we consider consists
of:
1. pairs (2) only, that is pairs of module [F2 | R2] or
2. pairs (1) only, that is pairs of module [F1 | R1] or
3. pairs (2) in finite number (possibly zero) followed by only one pair (3) then by an
infinite number of pairs (1).
• First case: An infinite relative AC-dependency chain of pairs of [F2 | R2] over
R1 ∪ R2 contradicts the second premise.
• Second and third cases: An infinite relative AC-chain of [F1 | R1] over R1 ∪ R2
occurs in both cases. Applying Proposition 3.2 with R1 = S1 = S2 and R2 = S3,
from any infinite AC-dependency chain of [F1 | R1] over R1 ∪ R2, we can build
a corresponding (infinite) AC-chain of [F1 | R1] over R1∪Π which is an infinite
AC-chain of [F1 ∪ {π : 2} | R1 ∪Π ] over R1 ∪Π . That chain is an infinite AC-
dependency chain of R1 ∪Π , thus contradicting hypothesis ‘R1 CE-terminating
modulo AC’.
This ends the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2. Let [F1 | R1] [F2 | R2] be a hierarchical extension of R1(F1), let
[F3 | R3] be a module extending R1 independently of R2. If
1. R1 ∪ R2 is CE-terminating modulo AC, and
2. there is no infinite relative AC-chain of [F3 | R3] over R1 ∪ R3 ∪ Π ,
then R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 is CE-terminating modulo AC.
Proof. Again by contradiction, let us suppose that R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 is not CE-terminating
modulo AC, that is R = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪ Π is not terminating modulo AC. From abstract
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property (iii), we know there is an infinite AC-dependency chain for R. We are going to
show that in such a case, we may conclude either on non-CE-termination of R1 ∪ R2, thus
contradicting the first premise, or on the existence of an infinite relative AC-dependency
chain of module [F3 | R3] over R1 ∪ R3 ∪ Π , a contradiction to the second premise.
From the hierarchical structure of our three modules and abstract property (ii), as in the
proof of Theorem 3.1, we know that AC-dependency chains of R1∪ R2 ∪ R3∪Π are either:
• AC-chains of [F3 | R3] over R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪ Π ;
• AC-chains of [F1 ∪ F2 | R1 ∪ R2] over R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪ Π ;
• AC-chains consisting of a finite number of pairs of module [F3 | R3], followed by
only one pair 〈̂s, t̂〉 such that (s) ∈ F3 and (t) ∈ F1 ∪ F2, then by an AC-chain
of [F1 ∪ F2 | R1 ∪ R2] over R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪ Π .
Thus, it suffices to prove finiteness of relative AC-chains of [F3 | R3] over R and of
[F1 ∪ F2 | R1 ∪ R2] over R.
• There is no infinite AC-chain of [F3 | R3] over R. Otherwise, by Proposition 3.2
with S1 = R1, S2 = R3 ∪ Π , S3 = R2, F1 = F1 ∪ F3 and F2 = F2, we would
end with an infinite AC-chain of [F3 | R3] over R1 ∪ R3 ∪Π . But all those are finite
from the premises.
• There is no infinite AC-chain of [F1 ∪ F2 | R1 ∪ R2] over R. Otherwise, applying
Proposition 3.2 with S1 = ∅, S2 = R1 ∪ R2 and S3 = R3 ∪ Π , we would end with
an infinite AC-chain of [F1 ∪F2 | R1 ∪ R2] over R1 ∪ R2 ∪Π . But these chains are
all finite since R1 ∪ R2 CE-terminates modulo AC from premises.
Hence, R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 is CE-terminating modulo AC. 
As a corollary, we extend to rewriting modulo AC a previous result by
Kurihara and Ohuchi (1995).
Theorem 3.3. CE-AC-termination is a modular property for unions of composable finitely
branching TRSs.
Proof. As noticed in Proposition 2.2, it is equivalent to show that whenever two modules
R1 and R2 extend a TRS R0 independently, and both R0 ∪ R1 and R0 ∪ R2 are CE-AC-
terminating, then R0 ∪ R1 ∪ R2 is CE-AC-terminating, which is an easy consequence of
Theorem 3.2. 
Note that the theorem above implies in particular that
• CE-AC-termination is modular for constructor-sharing unions, thus extending to AC-
rewriting the result of Gramlich (1994), and
• CE-AC-termination is modular for disjoint unions, thus almost (because we assume
finitely branching TRSs) extending the result of Gramlich (1994) and Ohlebusch
(1994).
3.4. Applications to automated and incremental proofs of termination
In order to achieve automated incremental proofs, we need to derive corollaries of previ-
ous theorems, expressing conditions of non-existence of infinite dependency AC-chains in
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terms of existence of suitable reduction orderings. As for the standard dependency pairs cri-
teria, there are basic criteria which require that all pairs must be decreasing, and enhanced
criteria which use estimated dependency graphs. We give below basic criteria; extending
these corollaries using an estimated dependency graph is left to the reader.
Corollary 3.1. Let [F1 | R1] [F2 | R2] be a hierarchical extension of R1(F1). If
1. R1 is CE-terminating modulo AC, and
2. there is no infinite AC-chain of [F2 | R2] over R1 ∪ R2 ∪ Π ,
then R1 ∪ R2 is CE-terminating modulo AC.
Proof. We just have to consider extension [F1 | R1] [F2 ∪ {π : 2} | R2 ∪ Π ] and
apply Theorem 3.1. 
Our theorems may be used in practical application with the help of π-expandable
orderings that are compatible with AC and the mark handling rules of the AC-dependency
pairs criterion in use, as defined in Proposition 2.5.
Corollary 3.2. Let [F1 | R1] [F2 | R2] be a hierarchical extension of R1(F1). If
1. R1 is CE-terminating modulo AC, and
2. there is a weakly monotonic (resp. weakly monotonic π-expandable) reduction
ordering (,), AC and marks compatible, such that:
• R1 ∪ R2 ⊆ and
• MDP([F2 | R2]) ⊆
then R1 ∪ R2 is terminating (resp. CE-terminating) modulo AC.
Proof. The ordering ensures that there is no infinite relative AC-chain of [F2 | R2] over
R1 ∪ R2 ∪ Π , we may then apply Theorem 3.1 (resp. Corollary 3.1). 
Corollary 3.3. Let [F1 | R1] [F2 | R2] be a hierarchical extension of R1(F1), let
[F3 | R3] be a module extending R1 independently of R2. If
1. R1 ∪ R2 is CE-terminating modulo AC, and
2. there is a weakly monotonic π-expandable ordering (,), AC and marks
compatible, such that:
• R1 ∪ R3 ⊆,
• MDP([F3 | R3]) ⊆
then R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 is CE-terminating modulo AC.
Proof. The ordering ensures that there is no infinite relative AC-chain of [F3 | R2] over
R1 ∪ R3 ∪ Π , we may then apply Theorem 3.2. 
These last results can be compared to what can be obtained by using dependency graphs
analysis. The latter method would lead to the same set of strict constraints coming from
dependency pairs of module R3 after computation of strongly connected components,
or even a smaller one because it does not take only the root symbol into account. But non-
strict constraints would be R1∪R2∪R3 ⊆, which contains additional constraints coming
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from rules of R2. This clearly suggests that the most efficient method would be to apply
the hierarchical criteria above, then the dependency graph analysis on each of the modules.
4. Examples
The modular/incremental approach for AC-termination has been implemented in CiME
(Contejean et al., 2003). The implemented notion of AC-dependency pairs is the one of
Kusakari et al. (2002), with the possibility of choosing whether symbols should be marked
or not. Default settings use no marks on AC-symbols while using marks on the others, as
discussed in Section 2.3.3. In the following examples, we ask CiME to find automatically
an ordering based on polynomial interpretations, satisfying the constraints induced by
Corollary 3.3, but we also use in the implementation the dependency graph criteria for
each module, as discussed at the end of the previous section.
4.1. Example of an incremental proof: ternary arithmetics and bags
In this first example, we introduce rewriting modules each in turn, and develop an
incremental termination proof.
Instead of the usual Peano’s arithmetic example, we choose a more efficient
representation, proposed by Contejean et al. (1997): ternary notation. This is implemented
as a module whose signature Fint contains the constant # and unary symbols 1, 0 and j
which will be used as postfix operators. Intuitively, # represents 0, (x)0 represents 3x ,
(x)1 represents 3x + 1 and (x) j represents 3x − 1. The rule part contains only one rule
Rint = {#0 → #} (which clearly CE-terminates) to encode the relation between those
constructors.
We define addition with extending signature F+ = {+} where + is associative and
commutative. The rule part of our second module is:
R+ =

x + # → x
x0 + y0 → (x + y)0 x0 + y1 → (x + y)1
x1 + y1 → (x + y + #1) j x0 + y j → (x + y) j
x j + y j → (x + y + # j)1 x1 + y j → (x + y)0.
Termination of Rint ∪ R+ is proven using Corollary 3.2, actually its enhanced version with
dependency graphs, that is using the interpretation:
[[#]] = 0 [[0]](x) = [[1]](x) = [[ j ]](x) = x + 1 [[+]](x, y) = x + y
for the whole graph and the interpretation
[[#]] = [[0]](x) = 0 [[1]](x) = [[ j ]](x) = 1 [[+]](x, y) = x + y
for the component formed by pairs 〈x j + y j + z, (x + y +# j)1+ z〉 and 〈x1+ y1+ z, (x +
y + #1) j + z〉.
Now we prove termination of the extension with the (third) module below, defining
multiplication, as well as opposite and subtraction as auxiliary operations:
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R× =

x × # → # opp(#) → #
x0 × y → (x × y)0 opp((x)0) → (opp(x))0
x1 × y → (x × y)0 + y opp((x)1) → (opp(x)) j
x j × y → (x × y)0 − y opp((x) j) → (opp(x))1
x − y → x + opp(y).
Knowing that Rint ∪ R+ CE-terminates, using Corollary 3.2 (enhanced using a dependency
graph) with the following polynomial interpretation is sufficient to fulfil the remaining
constraints required for termination of Rint ∪ R+ ∪ R×:
[[#]] = 0 [[0]](x) = [[1]](x) = [[ j ]](x) = x + 1
[[opp]](x) = [[ôpp]] = x [[+]](x, y) = [[−]](x, y) = x + y
[[×]](x, y) = xy + x + y.
Note that the termination proof given in Contejean et al. (1997) was a hand-made proof,
involving a composition of complicated polynomial interpretations as well as ad hoc
reasoning. The first automatic termination proof of Rint ∪ R+ ∪ R× was given by
Borralleras and Rubio (2003), and the above is another quite simple and automated proof.
Now, we may define bags, then sum and product of elements in a bag of integers.
Our fourth module is independent of the others, and defines bags, using signature FBag
which contains the constant ∅ to denote the empty bag, the unary symbol { } to build
singletons, and the union ∪ which is AC. Its rule part consists of the single rule TRS
RBag = {∅ ∪ x → x}, which clearly CE-terminates.
Our fifth module defines the sum of elements of a bag of integers:
RΣ =
{
Σ (∅) → # Σ (x ∪ y) → Σ (x) + Σ (y)
Σ ({x}) → x .
Applying Corollary 3.3, the polynomial interpretation
[[#]] = [[∅]] = [[0]](x) = [[1]](x) = [[ j ]](x) = 0 [[+]](x, y) = x + y
[[{ }]](x) = [[Σ ]](x) = [[Σ̂ ]](x) = x [[∪]](x, y) = x + y + 1
is enough to prove the termination of the set of all rules introduced so far. In particular,
no additional constraint on multiplication is required, since RΣ extends R+ independently
of R×.
We may now introduce our sixth module defining product of elements of a bag of
integers:
R =
{
(∅) → #1 (x ∪ y) → (x) × (y)
({x}) → x .
Applying again Corollary 3.3, the polynomial interpretation
[[#]] = [[∅]] = 0 [[0]](x) = [[1]](x) = [[ j ]](x) = [[opp]](x) = 0
[[∪]](x, y) = x + y + 1 [[+]](x, y) = [[×]](x, y) = x + y
[[−]](x, y) = x [[{ }]](x) = [[ ]](x) = [[ ]](x) = x
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Fig. 1. Sequent calculus modulo, part I.
is enough to prove the termination of the set of all rules introduced, in particular no
additional constraint on Σ is required.
Finally, we have proven the termination of the whole system (containing 23 rules, 3
AC-symbols and 6 modules) by using polynomial interpretations only. As far as we know,
any former method would need a more complicated ordering: other approaches may need
for instance lexicographical composition which is difficult to search for automatically, and
ACRPO (Rubio, 1999) is of no use here because of rule x1 + y1 → (x + y + #1) j . More-
over those interpretations were found in a few seconds by CiME in a fully automated way.
4.2. Using automatic hierarchical decomposition: sequent calculus modulo
This example by Deplagne comes from his study of sequent calculus modulo (Deplagne,
2000) to which we refer for further details. No proof of its termination was known when it
was submitted to us.
The considered TRS is in two parts. The first one, R1, given in Fig. 1, provides explicit
substitutions for quantifiers while the second one, R2, given Fig. 2, describes a congruence
over a sequent calculus. Operators {s } and {f } denote respectively singletons of sequents
and singletons of formulae. The union operators of these sets are AC and are denoted
respectively ‘•’ and ‘,’.
We are interested in proving termination of TRS R1 ∪ R2, made of 53 rules and having
2 AC-symbols. We gathered the results in the following table (times are obtained on a
Pentium 3, 933 MHz CPU). The first column distinguishes the global approach of the
Proof method Bound No marks Marks on non-AC All marks
Global 2 22” 6 – –
Global 3 18” 3 390” 9 –
Incremental 2 8” 6 33” 3 253” 4
Incremental 3 6” 6 15” 6 137” 9
termination proof (but still using estimated dependency graphs, without them finding a
proof is hopeless), and automatic decomposition into minimal modules (leading to 19
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Fig. 2. Sequent calculus modulo, part II.
modules, 9 of which are trivial, i.e. with an empty rule part) allowing an incremental
proof. The second column gives the bound we chose for the polynomial coefficients to
look for (2 is the default in CiME, 3 leads to better results on that particular example). The
other columns give results for several marking choices with respectively, no marks at all,
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marks on non-AC symbols and on all symbols. A ‘-’ means we interrupted computation
after at least 15 min.
These proofs are the only termination proofs of this system known to date. They were
discovered automatically, thanks to the CiME tool. The figures lead to the following
comments:
• Using hierarchical criteria, and dependency graph criteria on each of the modules,
improves significantly over using a dependency graph approach on the whole system.
This can be explained simply because the non-strict constraints to solve are weaker:
l  r is not required for all rules.
• Proofs without marks are found significantly quicker. This is clearly because the
number of unknowns (i.e. values of coefficients of polynomials) is smaller. Of course,
examples exist where marks are mandatory.
• The fact that it is quicker to find a solution with a bound 3 for coefficients instead of
2 can be surprising since the search space is larger. In fact, for a larger search space,
there are many more possible solutions, so finding one of those appears to be easier.
The second and third points stress that choosing good heuristics is quite a difficult issue
when one is concerned with achieving full automation.
5. Conclusions and further work
We combined the respective powers of methods based on dependency pairs for
AC-rewriting (Giesl and Kapur, 2001; Kusakari et al., 2002; Kusakari and Toyama, 2001;
Marche´ and Urbain, 1998), which are covered by our notion of abstract AC-dependency
pairs; exploitation of the hierarchical structure; and CE-termination.
In so doing, we obtained new incremental/modular termination criteria for AC-
rewriting (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2), an extension to the AC-case of the modularity
results for CE-termination (Theorem 3.3), and corollaries providing an automatic
and incremental/modular way for proving AC–CE-termination. These criteria were
implemented in the termination toolbox of the CiME rewriting tool and we gave significant
examples of its power.
Since dependency pairs criteria exist for termination of rewriting modulo E
(Giesl and Kapur, 2001), a natural question is whether it is possible to extend our
modularity results to this arbitrary case. In the cases where E consists of so-called
permutative axioms (that is of the form f (x1, . . . , xn) = f (xρ(1), . . . , xρ(n)) for some
permutation ρ), it is quite obvious that our technique will still work: in particular, since
those axioms are preserving the root symbol, the abstract property (ii) will hold. On the
other hand, if E is more complex, the axioms of E will probably destroy the hierarchical
structure of dependency chains, thus a similar proof will not work. But notice that in
practice, rewriting modulo a theory E that is not made only of permutative axioms hardly
ever terminates (Marche´, 1996): for instance, modulo the idempotency axiom x + x = x ,
any rule l → r generates infinite reductions l = l + l → l + r → l + l + r → · · ·.
A question of more concern in practice is how to generalise these incrementality
results to variants of rewriting such as conditional rewriting, constrained rewriting and
higher-order rewriting. For all these cases, a first step would be to design a variant
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of dependency pairs criteria. For higher-order rewriting, only weak versions are known
(Sakai and Kusakari, 2001) (requiring non-duplication in particular). For conditional
rewriting, some transformations to unconditional TRS are known (Ohlebusch, 2002a),
which preserves hierarchical structure, hence allowing incremental proofs, but this does not
allow to establish any modularity result on termination of unions of terminating CTRSs.
Finally, another interesting future work is to generalise the incrementality results to
rewriting with strategies. Among these, innermost strategy has been extensively studied,
and indeed known dependency pair criteria (Giesl et al., 2002) for innermost termination
are enough to allow modular/incremental proofs. Another kind of strategy is context-
sensitive rewriting (Lucas, 2002), an important issue for OBJ (Goguen et al., 2000) or
Maude (Clavel et al., 2002) systems, for which some partial modularity results are known
(Gramlich and Lucas, 2002) but no dependency pair criteria so far.
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